
I see multiple colonial governors," says Ghanaian software entrepreneur Herman Chinery-

Hesse of the international development establishment in Africa. “We are held captive by the

donor community. ”The West has positioned itself as the protagonist of development,

giving rise to a vast multi-billion dollar poverty industry — the business of doing good has

never been better. Yet the results have been mixed, in some cases even catastrophic, and

leaders in the developing world are growing increasingly vocal in calling for change.

For this film, we worked on a multi-year awareness campaign by building the film's brand,

overseeing the movie's marketing and distribution. Our team organized over 400 movie

screenings in 28 countries. Our efforts of engaging the film's grassroots audience, paid off

by catapulting Poverty, Inc. as the #2 documentary on Amazon and #3 on iTunes' News &

Noteworthy section.
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Drawing from over 200 interviews filmed

in 20 countries, Poverty, Inc.

unearths an uncomfortable side of charity

we can no longer ignore. From TOMs

Shoes to international adoptions, from

solar panels to U.S. agricultural subsidies,

the film challenges each of us to ask the

tough question: Could I be part of the

problem?



 
Below are three of thousands of social media posts about the movie from viewers.

At every screening event, our team organized grassroots screening champions,

from Michael Moore to Harvard University students, and encouraged them to use

their social media network to spread awareness of the film.
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VOD  D I S T R I B U T I ON

By building an extremely engaged community comprised of thousands of movie

viewers, when Poverty, Inc. launched on Amazon, the movie debuted at the #2

spot. This success is largely due to the overwhelming amount of five star reviews

that our previous event attendees left when we activated them to share their

thoughts on the film on different VOD platforms. The documentary also earned the

#3 News & Noteworthy spot on iTunes.
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To achieve our VOD distribution success, we took a grassroots approach to screening events.

We empowered every host to harness their social media network and trained them how to

build a digital army for their events. Below is an example of a screening we organized at

Harvard University that resulted in 300+ attendees. The event reached 45,000 college

students due to the popularity of the comments by attendees.
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Our team worked tirelessly to recruit massive audiences for each of our 400 film

screenings. Below is an example of one of our screening events that attracted over 650

attendees at Hope College in Michigan. We ended up organizing events in 28 countries

for the documentary.
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